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T. Poreda, A, Szadkowska K 0 = {h e H(B n ), h(z) = (z^fz) z n h n (z)) t where re (hj(z)) > 0 for j = 1,2,...,n and z e B n }. A differential equation which we shall consider in the fundamental part of^ this paper is connected with the spirallike mappings (see [6] ). In the case of the maps from the unit ball B n in C n into C n a definition of the spirallike mappings assumes the following form Definition. Let f be a mapping from B n into C n , biholomorphic and such that f(0) = 0, Df(0) = I, while AeL(C n ,C n ) is such a linear operator that With such formulated neoessary and sufficient condition for f to be spirallike relative to A, a natural question arises if, for every mapping heN there exists such a locally biholomorphic mapping f satisfying equation (2) with the conditions f(0) = 0, Df(0) = I.
The answer (in the most general form) to this question is given in Theorem 5.
2° On the holomorphic solutions of the equation Df
The considerations relating to equation (2) are preceded by the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let heN. Then for each z e B n the equation %
has a unique solution v(t) = v(z,t) defined for all t ^ 0. Furthermore, for all these t the function v(»,t) is the univalent Schwarz function on B n , infinitely many times differentiable with respect to the pair of variables (z,t) eB n *[0,<x>) and the following inequality takeB place as well (4) llv(z,t)ll -m(h)t ]|z|| for z $ B n and t £ 0. (1-Ilv(z,t)ll) 2 (1-llzll) 2 Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of equation (3) and a fact that v(*,t) is the univalent Sohwarz function on B n for t£0 follows immediately from Lemma 2 from [3] . By applying Theorem IX 5' from [4] to the funotion v the existence of its derivatives of all orders with respect to (z,t) e B n x[0, 00) can easily be proved. Hence we have to prove only inequality (4). Let z be a fixed point of the ball B n . Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2 from [3] we obtain that for each t£0 the following inequality holds
Transforming the above inequality we get that for t»0
(1-||v(z,t j|| J||v(z,t)|| 3t <
Integrating each side of this inequality on the interval [0,t] we obtain Hv(ztt)|| <e-i(h)t II2II f£)r z e B n and t £ 0. (1-Ilv(z,t)||) 2 (1-llzll) 2 It ends the proof. Theorem 1.
Let heN and feH(B n ) be a solution of the equation (5) Df(z)h(z) = Dh(0)f(z) for ze B n .
Thej^ there exists a limit a(h) (6) f{z) -lim e^0^ X; ¿F D n fi0)v n (z,1:) for z e B n n=1 where v = v(z,t) for z eB n and tz 0 is a solution of equation (3).
Proof. Let hel) and v be a solution of equation (3) . Since a function f fulfils equation (5) then we obtain
Let us denote w(z,t) = f(v(z,t)) for z eB n and t j 0. Using the new notation we can rewrite (7) in the form (7') w'(z,t) = -Dh(0)w(z,t) for z e B n and t £ 0.
Since v(z,0) = z, then w(z,0) = f(z) for ze B n . Resolving equation (!') we obtain w(z,t) = e" Dh^0)^f (z) for ze B n and t j 0. Combining this fact with our new notation we get f(v(z,t)) = e" Dh(0,t f(z) for ze B n and t* 0. Let now z be a fixed point of the ball B°. From inequality (4) there exists t Q > 0 suoh that for t> t Q we have that v(z,t) efij. Therefore
for t>t 0 .
Prom the above inequality and the faot that I! $ $6 tllDh(0)ll for t>0> we obtain
Using inequality (4) we get
for all z eB n . Coasequently, in accordanoe with the notation before inequality (8) we obtain equality (6).
Theorem 2.
Let h E H and v » v(z t t) for z e B n and t£ 0 be a solution of aquation (3). Let furthermore F be a mapping from B 0 into C n suoh that exists a limit (9) lim e^^Ftvfz.t)) = f(z) for z e B a t~oo and it belongs to H(B n ). Then the mapping f fulfils the equation (10) Df(z)h(z) -Dh(0)f(z) for z e B n .
Proof. Let he I and z be a fixed point of the ball B n , let furthermore t Q be an; non-negative number* From the form of equation (3) it follows that if v is the solution of (3)» then the following equality holds
This equality implies that (12) lim e^^FfWvtz.t^.t) -f(T(«,t )) t "»00 for t Q > 0 and z c B n . Using equality (11) we obtain -Dh(0)t Dh(0)(t+t ) -Dh(0)t (13) lim e e 0 F(v(z,t+t 6 )) » e °f(z). t -»oo From (12) and (13) it follows immediately that -Dh(0)t f(v(z,t )) =e °f(z) for z e B n and 0.
Differentiating the above equation with respeot to the parameter t , we have for t -0 o» o Df(z)h(z) = Dh(0)f(z) for z e B n ;
It ends the proof. Let then r be a fixed number of the interval (0,1). Considering (4) we get ||e-Dh (°J T u(z,<i)|| = ||v(z,T)|Ue-n^-^
(1-Ilzll) 2 for z e B n and x > 0. From the above inequality it follows immediately that there exists t® > 0 such that for x > t® and z e b£ we have a(.,r)H«S.
On aacount of inequality (16) we obtain from (15) that for t1t t2 suoh that *2 >t 1 >t r *2 ||u(z,t2) -u(z,t j eM(h)z a-2m(hK * 1 (1 -Hz ||) 4 { oo Since M(h) -2m(h)< 0 then the integral i 0(M(h)-2m(h))t converges. ® Then from Cauchy convergence condition for improper integrals it follows that for any £>0 there exists a constant T® > 0 such that for t1, t2 where tg > t1> T° and for z eB° we have ||u(z,t2) -u(z,t1 J || < e.
Then there exists a limit lim a^0^* v(z,t) = f(z) for t oo z cB . Since this convergence is almost uniform therefore from Weierstrass theorem (see e.g. [5] ) the function f belongs to H(B n ). It is not difficult to show that the function f fulfils the conditions f(0) = 0 and Df(0) = I. llf(z)ll* " z " uf. . for zeB n .
At first, we shall notice that since heNQ, than for every te R , a funotion h(z) = e re ^f 0^ h(z) for z e B° belongs to N.
From Lemma 1 and inequality (4) in the paper [3] it follows that ra <e ra Dh ( 0)t h(z) ,z> * l=|[|f ra <Dh(0)e re for z e B n and t e R . Considering the above inequality and a fact that C(t) = = C'(t) for t? 0 we obtain from (22) that Since from Theorem 3 we have that f(z) = lim e^^vU.t) n t oo for z cB then asing the above inequality we obtain
(1-llzll) 2 The further oonsiderations oharaaterize the suffiaient condition for equation (17) 
